In a software product line (SPL) engineering approach, the addressed variability in core-code assets must be consistent with the speci ed domain variability, usually captured in a variability model, e.g., a feature model. Currently, the support for checking such consistency is limited, mostly when a single variability implementation technique is used, e.g., preprocessors in C. In realistic SPLs, variability is implemented using a combined set of traditional techniques, e.g., inheritance, overloading, design patterns. An inappropriate choice and combination of such techniques become the source of variability inconsistencies. In this paper, we present a tooled approach to check the consistency of variability between the speci cation and implementation levels, when several variability implementation techniques are used together. The proposed method models the implemented variability in terms of variation points and variants, in a forest-like structure, and uses slicing to partially check the resulting propositional formulas at both levels. As a result, it o ers an early and automatic detection of inconsistencies when the mapping of variability between both levels is ideal, and with a possible extension to 1 -to -m mapping. We implemented and successfully applied the approach in four case studies. Our implementation, publicly available, detects inconsistencies in a very short time, which makes possible to ensure consistency earlier in the development process.
INTRODUCTION
In a Software Product Line (SPL) engineering approach, the specied domain variability is commonly captured in a variability model, e.g., a feature model (FM) using the concept of feature as a reusable Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. SPLC '17, Sevilla, Spain © 2017 ACM. 978-1-4503-5221-5/17/09. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.1145/3106195.3106209 unit [9, 13] . The FM is a tree structure consisting of mandatory, optional, or, and/or alternative relation logic between features, while their cross-tree constraints are expressed in propositional logic. Semantically, an FM represents the valid software products (i.e., feature con gurations) within an SPL.
The variability speci ed in terms of features in an FM has to be addressed by di erent stakeholders in di erent software models and in core-code assets. As the addressed variability must conform to the speci ed variability in the FM, it becomes the potential source for inconsistencies [28] within an SPL. For example, when an alternative group of features is realized as an or relation logic between the variable units in core assets. Respectively, when a mandatory feature is realized as an optional unit in core assets. The occurrence of such inconsistencies is of a major importance, e.g., for a given feature con guration it is not possible to derive the respective software product from the developed core assets.
According to a recent survey about consistency checking in SPLE, there are three major approaches to address consistency issues: (i) within the variability models (i.e., FMs), (ii) between the FM and other software models, or (iii) between the FM and its implementation (i.e., core-code assets). These also correspond to the locations where inconsistencies can happen, as mentioned by Vierhauser et. al [32] .
Currently, the support for checking variability consistency between the FM and core-code assets is limited. The existing approaches are mostly conceived for resolving inconsistencies within a speci c software, e.g., the Linux kernel [21, 29] , or when the variability is implemented by a single variability implementation technique, e.g., using preprocessors in C [17] . However, in realistic SPL settings, variability is implemented by using a combined set of traditional techniques, e.g., inheritance, overloading, design patterns. An inappropriate choice and combination of such techniques become the source of variability inconsistencies that cannot be detected by existing approaches In this context, there are several challenges to be addressed regarding the consistency checking of variability between the FM and core-code assets.
C1. Checking the consistency of variability between the speci cation and implementation levels.
Originally, in the FORM method [14] [6, Ch.8] , the need to model separately the variability at the speci cation and realization levels is already present. While the variability at a realization level is more about the software variability, the speci cation one represents the variability between the software products themselves within an SPL [23] . In most variability management approaches, it is up to the reader to understand whether an FM is used to describe the variability at the speci cation or realization levels [22] . Moreover, the mapping of features to variable units in implementation is 1 -to -1, e.g., between features and preprocessor directives in C [17, 21, 29] , although a directive can be scattered in core-code assets. In such cases, the FM is used to model only the implemented variability, or from both levels into a single model. In reality, the mapping of features from the speci cation level to their implementation is nto -m [24, Ch.4] , which represents a serious challenge during the consistency checking of variability.
C2. Checking the consistency of variability when a combined set of traditional variability implementation techniques is used.
The implemented variability by several traditional techniques can be modeled in terms of variation points (vp-s) and variants [7, 9, 12, 26] (they will be de ned in Section 2). These vp-s are diverse compared to the case when a single technique is used to implement the whole variability, e.g., preprocessors in C. In case that a vp is implemented using an improper technique, several inconsistencies may appear, for example, when an alternative relation logic between features in an FM is implemented by a vp with an or relation logic between its variants. In such case, the number of possible products in the FM is inconsistent with the possible products that can be derived from the core-code assets. Therefore, in complement to C1, a consistency checking approach should be able to check whether the right technique to implement a vp and its variants is used.
C3. Achieving an early detection of variability inconsistencies.
The consistency of variability can be checked only after the variability is realized, but not necessarily only after the whole speci ed variability is addressed. Commonly, some variability is deferred to be implemented later or during the application engineering phase. In addition, it becomes harder to x the inconsistencies after all of them are shown at the same time at the end [32] . In particular, it has been shown that trying to change the implementation technique for a vp, only after the whole SPL is implemented, can be very costly [2] . Therefore, an approach for detecting earlier the variability inconsistencies is needed, for example, to be able to select a single or a group of vp-s and to check them against the speci ed features in an FM early during the development process. Typically, we could expect that the earlier a variability inconsistency is identi ed, the cheaper becomes the x.
To address these challenges, we propose a method for checking the consistency between speci cation and implementation variabilities, when the variability implemented by several techniques is modeled in terms of variation points and variants. The method supports an early checking, which is made feasible by organizing the implemented variability in a forest-like structure [30] . In this way, we can select some of the implemented variability easily and check its consistency against the speci ed variability in an FM, by slicing their propositional formulas.
In the following, we give some background on variability modeling at the speci cation and implementation levels, as well as on traceability between the two levels (Section 2). We then describe our consistency checking method (Section 3), for single and multiple types of trace links. We also report on our prototype implementation, and applications to four case studies (Section 4). We then discuss related work (Section 5), and conclude by evoking obtained properties, limitations and future work (Section 6).
MOTIVATION
In the following the abstractions and variability models at specication and implementation levels that support our approach are introduced and exempli ed, as well as trace links between their abstractions. The end of the section discusses the form of consistency checking that must be provided in our context.
Variability Modeling at Speci cation Level
In an SPL, variability at speci cation level is commonly modeled in a feature model (FM) using the concept of feature [9, 13] . For example, Figure 1 shows an excerpt of the FM for the Graph SPL 1 , which is one of our analysed case studies. This SPL is quite well understood and used by the community [20] . The Graph SPL is conceptually represented by the root feature, GraphProductLine, and has two compound mandatory features, Type and Weight, with their alternative variant features, «Directed, Undirected» and «Weighted, Unweighted», respectively. It has also one compound optional feature, Search, with two alternative variant features, DFS and BFS. This excerpt of FM has no cross-tree constraints between features. Commonly, they are shown in propositional logic, e.g., when an algorithm feature requires Directed and Weighted features, this is written at the end of the feature diagram as Al orithm x → Directed ∧ W ei hted. 
Variability Modeling at Implementation Level
In realistic SPL settings, variability is implemented by using a combined set of traditional techniques, e.g., inheritance, overloading, design patterns. These techniques o er a form of imperfectly modular variability [30] at the implementation level. This imperfect form of modularity comes from the fact that a feature at speci cation level is a domain concept, whereas its re nement at core-code assets is a set of variation points (vp-s) and variants [6, Ch. 3 ] that may be modular, i.e., it may not have a direct and single mapping. A vp is the place in a design or an implementation that identi es where the variation occurs. It represents the used technique to realize the variability, while the way that a vp is going to vary is expressed by its variants [12, 30] . They can also be understood as the symmetry (i.e., commonality invariance or vp-s), and the symmetry breaking places (variants) in software [7, 8] . As the vp-s are not by-products of the implementation techniques [5] , they should be explicitly modeled. Instead of modeling the whole implemented variability at once and in one place, we choose to model it in a fragmented way [30] . A fragment can be any unit, i.e., a package, a le, or a class, that has inner variability and is worth to be modeled locally and separately in a technical variability model (TVM). A TVM is a concept that contains the abstractions of vp-s and variants, their strong consistency with the core-code assets, and models the variability of some speci c core-code assets [30] . Technically, we use a textual Domain Speci c Language (DSL) 2 , written in Scala, to model the imperfectly modular variability in TVMs, and use re ection to maintain the consistency of vp-s and variants with core-code assets. The TVM for the Search vp, expressed using the textual DSL, is shown in Listing 1. In an illustration, Figure 2 shows two TVMs with two and one vp-s, respectively, which model the implemented variability of the Graph SPL (cf. Figure 1) .
The implemented variability can be modeled using ve available types of vp-s: (i) ordinary, e.g., a simple vp-s as in t m_basic (cf. Figure 2 ), (ii) optional, when the vp itself, not its variants, is optional, e.g., the Search vp (line 5, Listing 1), (iii) nested, when some variable part in a core-code asset becomes the common part for some other variability, (iv) technical, a vp that is introduced and implemented only for supporting internally the implementation of a speci ed vp, and (v) unimplemented, when a vp is introduced but has no implemented variants yet. Depending on the used variability implementation technique, each of these vp-s can be di erent with regards to the (i) relation logic between its variants (alternative, or, optional), (ii) their binding time (e.g., compile-time, runtime [6, Ch. 4] ), or (iii) their evolution (i.e., to be extended with new variants in the future or not).
All TVMs of an SPL constitute the Main TVM (MTVM) at the implementation level. Therefore, the modeled variability in terms of vp-s at the implementation level has a forest-like structure (cf. Figure 2 ), unlike the tree structure of features in an FM.
Trace Links
The speci ed features in an FM and their implementation as vp-s and variants in TVMs use di erent names, and we consider they have n -to -m mapping within the SPL. Therefore, their mapping corresponds to trace links. For example, to indicate that the feature Search (cf. Figure 1) is implemented by the vp vp_Search (cf. Figure 2) , their trace link is Search ↔ vp_Search. Technically, in this work, the trace links are established by using the DSL. They are bidirectional links and are kept in a map structure. It must be noted that our contribution is applicable in a general case where these trace links exist or can be established by any other means. Where P is a compound feature and C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n its subfeatures.
Relation Logic Propositional Logic
Mandatory P ↔ C i Optional C i → P Or-group P ↔ 1≤i ≤n C i Alternative-group P ↔ 1≤i ≤n C i ∧ i < j ¬C i ∨ ¬C j
On Consistency Checking
For the consistency checking process to scale on large models, we rely on existing automated analysis techniques for feature modeling [4] . We speci cally choose solving techniques that rely on propositional logic [3, 4] , in which an FM is translated into a propositional formula and SAT-solved. Table 1 shows the well-known translation rules for each relation logic between features in an FM. Cross-tree constraints are considered to be already propositional formulas. Similar to the FM ones, the relation logic between variants in a vp in a TVM is translated to a propositional formula. In the literature, di erent analysis operators for checking FM consistency have been devised [4] . The most important ones concern the detection of the three following anomalies (i.e., inconsistencies):
• Validity. The FM is valid if it represents at least a valid con guration, i.e., at least a single software product.
• Dead features. A feature is dead if it is not part of any software product, i.e., of any con guration.
• False optional features. When a variable feature is part of every con guration, thus becoming a mandatory feature.
These anomalies are common within a single FM, or between FMs at the same abstraction level. In our context, being able to check for variability inconsistencies between two variability models that are supposed to represent the same variability in two di erent abstraction levels should meet challenge C1. As the TVM model represents the variability implementation with di erent variability implementation techniques captured through the proposed DSL, the consistency checking between these two models should also meet C2. Finally, to meet challenge C3, we should also be able to deal with partial models, i.e., with partial but semantically correct corresponding propositional formulas.
CONSISTENCY CHECKING 3.1 Principles
Following an inconsistency management approach [28] , we de ne a consistency rule, which represents what must be satis ed by the variabilities at speci cation and implementation levels.
Consistency Rule. Within an SPL, where the speci ed domain variability and implemented variability convey the same functionality, they also should represent the same set of software products.
An inconsistency, i.e., when the consistency rule is not satis ed, concerns a speci c feature con guration for which it is impossible to derive a concrete software product from the existing core-code assets, despite the fact that the whole speci ed variability is implemented. We thus propose a method, based on propositional logic, for checking and detecting the source of such variability inconsistency.
Conversion to Propositional Logic. To begin with, we convert the modeled variability at the speci cation and implementation levels, i.e., the FM and MTVM, in propositional logic. In this way, the whole issue of consistency checking is translated to merely analysing their propositional formulas ϕ F M and ϕ MT V M , respectively. For example, using the underlined letters for the feature names in Graph SPL (cf. Figure 1 ) and translation rules in Table 1 , its propositional formula ϕ F M 3 is (e.g., for Directed are used the letters dt):
Similarly, for the TVMs in Figure 2 , the ϕ T V M bas ic and ϕ T V M s e ar ch are given in (2) and (3), respectively. A mandatory vp in a TVM is shown as a single positive literal in a propositional formula, e.g., the p t or p w in (2), whereas an optional vp needs another parent feature to become optional. For this reason, we inserted a mandatory root vp that is the common root for all vp-s, e.g., see the p r oot in (3) which is used to make optional the p sear ch in Figure 2 . When the vp is mandatory the p r oot does not make any di erence in the formula, and thus we did not show it in (2) .
The consistency rule then corresponds to the fact that ϕ F M and ϕ MT V M must be semantically equivalent, i.e.,
Two propositional formulas are semantically equivalent if and only if they have the same set of models. Let be ϕ F M the set of feature con gurations for ϕ F M and ϕ MT V M the set of vp-s and variants con gurations for ϕ MT V M . Every feature con guration in ϕ F M has a mapping to a vp-s and variants con guration in ϕ MT V M . As ϕ F M and ϕ MT V M use di erent variability abstractions (i.e., di erent 3 The underlined parts of the formula will be explained in the following.
names for features and vp-s with variants, respectively), then we could check their semantic equivalence only under the existence of their trace links. Consequently, the accurate formal de nition of the consistency rule (cf. (Eq.1)) becomes:
As the trace links are bidirectional, i.e., features and vp-s with variants mapped to each other as f ↔ p, then (Eq.2) is valid thanks to the substitution theorem in propositional logic [15] :
i.e., within the context of their trace links ϕ T L , ϕ F M and ϕ MT V M represent the same variability. Moreover, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 1. The mapping between features in an FM to the vp-s and variants in TVMs is performed by bidirectional trace links ϕ T L , which are established before the consistency checking and are themselves consistent (i.e., they are correctly established).
Generally, the mapping between features and vp-s with variants is n -to -m. In our approach, we exclusively consider the single links (i.e., 1 -to -1) and multiple links (i.e., 1 -to -m), as they are the two common forms of mapping. A vp may partially implement several features [6, Ch. 3] (i.e., n -to -1 mapping), which case was not present in any of our targeted SPL implementations. In our example, ϕ F M has 1 -to -1 mapping to ϕ T V M bas ic and ϕ T V M s e ar ch . Therefore, their single links ϕ T L are:
According to the consistency rule in (Eq.2), ϕ F M in (1) represents the same software products with its respective implementation {ϕ T V M bas ic , ϕ T V M s e ar ch } ∈ ϕ MT V M in (2) and (3) when
i.e., within the context of trace links
Proposed Method
For checking the consistency of the entire variability between both levels, i.e., using the (Eq.2), it is required that (i) the whole speci ed variability in an FM is implemented and documented in an MTVM, and (ii) all their trace links are established. This restricts checking to a complete system, which itself is likely to be represented by large variability models, harder to check, but also harder for tracing and xing inconsistencies after all of them are shown at once [32] . Besides, even for illustrative SPLs with a small set of features, the propositional formula to compute (Eq.2) becomes already quite large. Moreover, in realistic SPLs, checking for inconsistencies only within a single FM has still scalability issues [4] .
To overcome this, we propose a consistency checking method for detecting the variability inconsistencies earlier during the development process (i.e., toward addressing the C1, C2, and C3). Its main steps are based on slicing, substitution, and assertion properties, which are depicted in Figure 3 . First, we will explain the method when single links are used, to extend it to multiple links just after.
Initial Checking. As a prerequisite, we check rst if ϕ F M and ϕ MT V M individually are consistent. To do so, we use state of the art methods to check if each of them in isolation is valid, as well as free of dead and false-optional (a.k.a common) features or vp-s and variants, respectively (cf. Section 2.4 and Figure 3) . We also check whether the Assumption 1 about trace links hold, i.e., trace links are established, bidirectional, and consistent. A trace link is by default translated into a propositional formula as an equivalence. Their consistency is ensured by the DSL and, when some variability is selected to be checked, it is rst checked whether it is traced. If ϕ F M and ϕ MT V M are free of such individual inconsistencies, we can proceed to do their variability consistency checking. Slicing. The originality of our method lies in the fact that we can select a single TVM, i.e., ϕ T V M x as in Figure 3 , or a subset of them from the MTVM, so to check the consistency of their variability against the speci ed variability in an FM. This selection corresponds to the rst slicing step, i.e., slice 0 in Figure 3 , which is manual in our method. The consequence of selecting a single TVM instead of the whole MTVM is that the initial checking has to be done only for the selected ϕ T V M x , and the Assumption 1 about trace links must be met only for this TVM.
In the second step, i.e., slice 1 in Figure 3 , we use the ϕ T V M x to simplify the formula for trace links ϕ T L by selecting only those trace links that are relevant for the ϕ T V M x . As a result the new formula for trace links ϕ T L is generated (cf. Figure 3) . Further, we slice the FM, i.e., slice 2 , using the ϕ T L relevant trace links. The result is a new smaller formula ϕ F M , which contains only the relevant features for the vp-s and variants in ϕ T V M x , against which they should be checked.
Slicing an FM is an operation that has recently drawn attention in the SPL community. In the literature, there are already some well de ned and validated algorithms [1, 16] . While we have experimented with them, we used a new slicing algorithm based on clause selection in a conjunctive normal form formula because of the trace links, as will be explained in the following. For example, let us suppose that we want to check the consistency of ϕ T V M s e ar ch (cf. (3)) against its speci cation in ϕ F M (cf. (1)), i.e., the step slice 0 . By applying ϕ T V M s e ar ch to slice ϕ T L (cf. (4)) we get the new formula ϕ T L , i.e., during the step slice 1 , which keeps only those clauses that contain the vp-s and variants that are in ϕ T V M s e ar ch . So, the generated ϕ T L contains only the underlined clauses in (4)
Similarly, by applying the new formula ϕ T L to ϕ F M ( (1)), we select only the relevant clauses for the features in these trace links, i.e., only the underlined clauses of ϕ F M . Thus, the slice ϕ F M is:
It must be noted that the existing slicing algorithms cannot be applied to slice the trace links. Basically, the existing algorithms consist in eliminating the unselected variables in a propositional formula. But as we need the bidirectional relationship of a selected variable (i.e., a vp or variant) to another unselected variable (i.e., a feature), we have to apply clause selection instead of variable elimination. This is the main reason why we came up with the new slicing algorithm. Consequently, except for slicing trace links, slicing the FM itself can be done by previously proposed algorithms, which have shown good scalability on larger scale FMs [1] , compared to our slicing algorithm.
Substitution. After the slicing steps, the formal consistency rule (cf. (Eq.2)) becomes:
In essence, this consistency rule is applicable based on the substitution theorem [15] for propositional formulas. Therefore, checking consistency between ϕ F M and ϕ T V M x by using the (Eq.4) is equivalent to checking the following formula (cf. Figure 3) :
Thus, we apply the substitution directly:
Concretely, for Graph SPL example, this formula becomes:
Assertion. Just checking if the resulting formula after slicing in (Eq.5) is satis able is insu cient to determine whether ϕ F M and ϕ T V M x are consistent or not. From before, they are consistent when they have the same con gurations. But, instead of comparing their con gurations after they are generated we achieve this comparison while the formula in (Eq.5) is calculated. Speci cally, the (Eq.6) indicates that (Eq.5) will generate only those models (i.e., con gurations) which are similar between ϕ F M and ϕ T V M x . When ϕ F M is consistent with ϕ T V M x , then they will have the same models with
, ensured by the (f ↔ p) trace links. As a result, we can simplify checking to only comparing their number of con gurations. More exactly, we assert whether
(Eq.7) When this assertion is false then ϕ T V M x and ϕ F M are inconsistent.
Let us illustrate how this works on our example. Table 2 shows the sets of con gurations for ϕ F M , ϕ T V M s e ar ch , and ϕ F M ∧ ϕ T L ∧ ϕ T V M s e ar ch . In this case, ϕ T V M s e ar ch is consistent against the ϕ F M as the assertion is true (i.e., with 3 con gurations each). As one can see, the bidirectional trace links ensure to generate from (Eq.5), respectively (8), only those con gurations that are similar between the ϕ T V M x and ϕ F M . As another example, let us suppose that the variation point in ϕ T V M s e ar ch has an Or relation between its variants (cf. Table 3 shows the assertion step between ϕ F M , the new formula ϕ T V M s e ar ch , and ϕ F M ∧ϕ T L ∧ϕ T V M s e ar ch . In this case ϕ F M and ϕ T V M s e ar ch are inconsistent as they have di erent sets of con gurations, with 3 and 4 number of con gurations, respectively. For checking the next TVMs, e.g., ϕ T V M bas ic (cf. Figure 2) , we repeat the same steps in our method except the initial checking for ϕ F M , which is unnecessary. Instead of checking a single TVM, we can select for checking a set of TVMs until a total checking, i.e., in case the whole speci ed variability is implemented. In this way, the form of variability consistency we de ned can be performed as soon as it is addressed, thus meeting challenge C3 on early consistency checking.
Handling 1 -M trace links. So far we considered that the mapping between features in the FM to the vp-s and variants in MTVM, respectively between their slices, is 1 -to -1. When the mapping between features in the FM to the vp-s and variants is 1 -to -m, 4 Only in the tables we use, for example, ϕ F M s instead of ϕ F M s i ze 
the assertion step becomes insu cient. To illustrate the issues related to this mapping, let us suppose that the p sear ch (cf. Figure 2 ) in ϕ T V M s e ar ch has an implemented technical vp t p none that we have documented as in Figure 4 . Its functionality consists in coloring the graph with a green ( r een ) or blue ( blue ) color instead of performing a search. This technical vp is not speci ed at the speci cation level, i.e., at the FM in Figure 1 , but it is implemented as an alternative variant with d f s and bf s .
( p sear ch , {ALT }, opt) The propositional formula for this new TVM is (cf. Table 1) :
It is common to consider that the technical vp and its variants, i.e., t p n with e and b , respectively, should be traced to the feature Search in Figure 1 . In this case, the slice of trace links ϕ T L corresponds to:
For this new TVM (cf. (10)) and its 1 -to -m trace links (cf. (11)), the assertion step is given in Table 4 . Although the implementation of d f s and bf s are consistent to features DFS and BFS in Figure 1 , the assertion step in our method shows that they are inconsistent. The reason is that, when we trace the technical vp to the same parent feature, we dismiss the relation 
logic between its variants, e.g., the alternative relation between e and b is not considered. In Table 4 , by comparing the parts in bold between ϕ F M and ϕ T V M s e ar ch we can see that the intersection between each feature con guration, and vp-s and variants con guration is the set of con gurations that shows their consistency. This example reveals that, if for each con guration c f ∈ ϕ F M and c p ∈ ϕ T V M x their intersection c f ∩ c p is not empty, then ϕ F M and ϕ T V M x are consistent. But, instead of comparing the con gurations we need a solution at the formula level.
Among the possible solutions, the option to not trace the technical vp-s, i.e., the unspeci ed variability, cannot be considered because they can invalidate the other vp-s themselves, which have an 1 -to -1 mapping. A feasible solution, left for future work, seems, rst to remove safely the technical vp-s by slicing the TV M x . From the documentation of variability it is easy to recognize when a vp is technical. In this way we bring back the 1 -to -1 mapping and our method is fully applicable.
In our method we do not include checking for dead or falseoptional features, respectively vp-s and variants, between both levels. To check for them would require a complete implementation of the speci ed features, and a total consistency checking of variabilities.
EVALUATION 4.1 Implementation
We implemented the slice-substitute-assert method using the Scala language, which is known in particular for its support for de ning DSLs. The prototype implementation is publicly available at https: //github.com/ternava/variability-cchecking.
Initially, the FM of an SPL and its respective TVMs at the implementation level are converted to propositional formulas, in conjunctive normal form (CNF). Then they are encoded in DIMACS CNF format and analysed using SAT techniques with the SAT4j solver [18] .
It rst consists in checking the validity, dead, and false optional features or vp-s and variants within a single FM or TVMs, respectively. Then, it performs nding and counting the number of valid con gurations for a variability model or a sliced model. The slicing steps are implemented by using the clause selection algorithm on CNF formulas, but other slicing algorithms can be used too. It would be interesting to compare their usage and performance in real SPLs.
Our method only requires to obtain the propositional formula for the FM, the implemented variability that is documented in TVMs, and then establishing their trace links. We used FeatureIDE [31] for converting the whole FM to propositional formula, although it is not integrated in our implementation.
In our implementation, the speci ed variability in terms of features in an FM is used as a reference model against which is checked the consistency of the implemented variability in terms of vp-s and variants in TVMs.
Applications
Case studies. We evaluate our method by using it for check the consistency of variability in four case studies: Graph SPL [20] , Arcade Game Maker SPL [27] , Microwave Oven SPL [10] , and JavaGeom [19] . The domains of the rst three case studies are quite well understood and used by the SPL community. We implemented each of them with the Scala language, they are publicly available at https://github.com/ternava/variability-cchecking. The fourth case study, JavaGeom, is an open source library implemented in Java. It is a feature-rich system for creating geometric shapes, which has been used in our previous work on traceability between speci cation and implementation levels [30] . The interoperability between Java and Scala enables us to use the DSL in JavaGeom as a Java-based system.
We used these di erent case studies to evaluate our method regarding the types of features, respectively vp-s, that can be checked, i.e., mandatory and optional vp-s, as well as alternative and or relation logic between variants. Speci cally, we evaluated whether the method is capable to detect the inconsistencies successfully in all these cases. For example, in the Microwave Oven SPL and JavaGeom we experimented with the technical and nested vp-s of any type, while in Graph SPL with vp-s that are implemented as a refactoring form of the speci ed variability.
The implemented variability was documented in each case study, using our DSL. In Table 5 is shown their respective number of TVMs with the vp-s and variants. In all case studies, a TVM has at least one vp with its variants. In the rst three SPLs, we did not implement all features. First it is common that some variability is implemented later. Second, the SPLs can be evolved during the time with new features. Despite that some features are unaddressed, we could check the consistency for only that part of the implemented variability, showing the partial checking capability of our method.
Evaluation process. We performed the evaluation process in two stages. First, we checked the consistency of variability by selecting TVMs one by one, and then we were selecting a subset of them. In each stage, we analysed rst the TVMs with 1 -to -1 trace links and then those with 1 -to -m links.
The rst inconsistencies that can be reported are about trace links. When we select a TVM, or a subset of them, if the trace links are not well-established, i.e., the Assumption 1 is not met (cf. Section 3), an inconsistency meaning that the consistency of the selected variability cannot be checked without its trace links is reported. If trace links are well-established, the FM and TVM are checked about their self-consistencies of variability, then the consistency checking between them is performed using our prototype implementation. Single trace links. We selected several TVMs in each case study, with the aim to assess our implementation with di erent types of vp-s. When the variability was implemented in the right way and the mapping was 1 -to -1 to the features in FM, then we could check successfully their consistency. For example, when an optional feature is implemented as an optional vp, their checking reports a success. Consistency was also reported when a vp was a refactoring form of a group of features in FM, e.g., when a group of or related features are implemented as optional variants in a vp.
Similarly, we selected the TVMs that have di erent types of vp-s, but now when the variability is not implemented properly. For example, when an alternative group of features was implemented as an or group of variants in a vp, or a mandatory feature was implemented as an optional vp. In such case, their inconsistency was reported as a di erence between their numbers of con gurations.
Then, within a single case study, we selected di erent subsets of TVMs to check together the consistency of their variability to the features in FM. When each individual TVM in the subset was consistent, we could check that together they are consistent too. Further, we combined a consistent TVM, or a group of them, with at least one inconsistent TVM and we checked their variability together. As was expected, we got an inconsistency, but now it is part of the all selected TVMs, or their respective sliced FM.
In Figure 5 is shown the detection of an inconsistency for two TVMs in Microwave Oven SPL. All kinds of inconsistencies are reported as a di erence between the number of vp-s and variants con gurations in TVMs and the number of feature con gurations in the sliced FM. Their con gurations are also made available for any further comparison.
Multiple trace links. Our current implementation supports tracing a feature to more than one vp or variant. It means that some vp-s are technical or nested, which are not modeled in the specication level but we consider them during the consistency checking of variability. We applied our consistency checking method when a technical vp and its variants are traced directly to the same specied feature in the FM (cf. Figure 4 ). Under these 1 -to -m trace links, we did similar evaluations with di erent types of vp-s. However, an inconsistency was always reported even when the other vp-s where consistent. As a step toward a solution, we propose to slice the selected TVM by removing the technical vp-s and keeping only vp-s and variants that have single links to features in FM (cf. Section 3). Currently, this extension is under implementation.
Execution time. By selecting a single or a subset of TVMs at a time, the consistency checking is made possible early in the development process, i.e., as soon as the speci ed variability is implemented We selected for checking three TVMs from the Microwave Oven SPL, t m l an , t m t emp , t m wei ht , with 7, 7, and 3 vp-s and variants, respectively. We then checked them together. Execution times in each case was instantaneous. For example, for t m l an we measured the execution time for the sliced F M (2 ms), the TVM itself (7 ms), and the time for checking their consistency (5 ms). The execution time for checking the validity of the whole FM with 26 features and 720 con gurations took around 0.13 seconds. As we expected, the execution times for checking the consistency of partial variability compared to validity of only the FM is smaller. This may indicate that the number of features and vp-s with variants tend to be smaller, but we did not measure how much and for what number of vp-s and variants in TVMs that are checked.
The slicing time of trace links and FM contribute also to the consistency checking time of a TVM. We did not measure it as it is a property of the slicing algorithm, and requires extra validation (see Section 6).
RELATED WORK
Consistency checking of variability models and implementation is a topic of prime importance since the emergence of SPLE [25] . In the following we discuss works related to our approach according to di erent aspects.
Metzger et al. [23] are among the rst that propose to check consistency between the variability at speci cation and implementation levels. In their approach, the speci ed variability is modeled in an orthogonal variability model (OVM) [24] in terms of vp-s and variants while the implemented variability is represented in an FM in terms of features. Although not explicitly, the mapping between vp-s and features is 1 -to -1. Basically, they check when cross-tree relations of features in FM or vp-s in OVM may cause inconsistencies between each other. Unlike this approach, we advocate that the implemented variability is better captured by a forest-like structure, instead of a hierarchical structure that can be modeled by an FM. Further, in our approach the vp-s are not merely abstractions, as they are consistent tags to the existing variability in core-code assets.
Le et al. [17] propose to check consistency of variability between features in an FM and preprocessor directives in C, their mapping being 1 -to -1 and variability being implemented by only a single technique. Di erently from us, they check the consistency of variability at once, considering that all features are implemented. Another major di erence is that they propose to extract the variability information from the core-code assets, i.e., the preprocessor directives, and to rebuild the feature model which variability should be checked against the existing FM. On our side we use a DSL to document the implemented variability while it is implemented in a forward engineering process [30] . In some points, the approach by Tartler et al. [29] is similar to the one of Le et al. [17] . The main di erence is that they check variability consistency in a speci c software system -the Linux kernel. Similarly, they check the total consistency of variability and identify the dead or false optional features modeled in KCon g language and their respective implementation as preprocessor directives. From our part, we target any SPL that use traditional techniques for addressing the variability in core-code assets.
Vierhauser et al. [32] propose a tooled approach for checking the consistency between a variability model at speci cation level and other realization models, including the core-code assets. Unlike us, they de ne several consistency checking rules that are more about checking whether the variable units are addressed, and not if their relation logic is consistent with di erent models across the abstraction levels. As a result, they do not check whether the right mechanism or technique is used to realize the variability. As for their checking at code level, code artifacts are transformed into model elements and then checked. Another di erence is that they propose an incremental checking, i.e., whenever a developer makes a change it will be checked for consistency. Similarly, we propose to check the variability as earlier as it is implemented, but not after every single change. We do not check if a feature is simply addressed, but if the relation logic between a set of features are consistent with their implementation.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Summary. In this paper, we proposed a method for checking automatically the consistency between speci cation and implementation variabilities early during the development process of an SPL. We handle the case when variability, i.e., vp-s and variants, is implemented by di erent variability implementation techniques, and can have an ideal or 1 -to -m mapping to the speci ed domain features in an FM. The application of our prototype implementation on four case studies, with di erent types of vp-s, show that our method can be applied successfully to check the consistency of variabilities between speci cation and implementation level as early as possible during the development process.
On Challenges. In our context, variability consistency can be checked successfully whenever features and vp-s with variants have a single mapping, whereas it becomes harder when their mapping is 1 -to -m, i.e., with multiple trace links. The di culty to check consistency under multiple links lies in the fact that it is ambiguous how to trace the technical vp-s and variants that do not have a single mapping to some features in the FM. We evaluated our method by tracing them at the same feature as their parent vp (cf. Section 3). Despite that some vp-s and variants with single links were consistent, an inconsistency was reported. However, since multiple mapping links between these levels of variabilities can be reduced to single mapping links, it is possible to use the same presented method for detecting the variability inconsistencies.
In this way, by checking the consistency between the specication and implementation variabilities, and considering their multiple trace links, we meet the challenges C1. and C2. (cf. Section 1). Also, instead of doing a complete checking, we select a TVM or a subset of them to detect their inconsistencies as early as possible during the development process, i.e., immediately after some variability is addressed, thus, meeting the challenge C3.
On the scope of the contribution. Except for the relation logic between features or vp-s with variants, the consistency of variability can be also checked with regards to their binding time or evolution. Usually, these properties are modeled only at the realization level and checking for their consistency requires them to be speci ed at the speci cation level, too, e.g., only in TVMs are documented explicitly these two properties of vp-s (cf. Listing 1). This is also the main limitation of our approach. First, the variability models in both abstraction levels are required. Then, checking the binding time requires it to be available in each variability model. Besides, for an automatic checking, the binding time should be represented in the propositional formula in some way.
Instead of using our DSL, the implemented variability can be documented using other ways, such as a form of annotations [11] . When annotations are used, they should not only annotate the place where a variable unit is implemented in core-code assets, but also what is the relation logic between those units. This is related to our consistency rule. Speci cally, we did not check only whether some variability is merely addressed. We checked whether the same software products that are speci ed can be derived from the core-code assets, within an SPL. Further, we supposed that the trace links are well-established. Otherwise, when trace links are the source of an inconsistency, we considered that it is not a variability inconsistency anymore. It is then an inconsistency regarding the addressing and mapping of variabilities, e.g., when we try to check the consistency of an unimplemented variability or the mapping is mistaken.
In our work, variability is implemented by using a combined set of traditional variability implementation techniques (e.g., inheritance, design patterns). In these techniques the vp-s are not explicit such as by using preprocessors in C. If we take preprocessors, they also can o er all kinds of relation logic between variants in a vp. Although, they o er a single binding time for vp-s compared to the case when several traditional techniques are used. As preprocessors are a form of annotations with variability information between variants, it could be interesting to apply our consistency checking method when only this implementation technique is used.
When an inconsistency is detected, it is supposed to be handled, i.e., nding its location and resolving it. Finding its location is quite trivial as we select a single TVM or a set of them for checking their consistency against their sliced FM. When the location is known, the variability inconsistencies can be resolved by changing the implementation technique for the vp-s, changing the way how the variants are implemented, or refactoring the speci ed features in the FM. In order to give help for resolving such inconsistencies at the implementation level, we have analysed around 20 variability implementation techniques by 16 characteristic properties, which are organized in form of a catalog. This catalog is available at https:// github.com/ternava/expressions_spl/wiki while we currently study its validity.
Future Work. In the future, we plan to rst raise some limitations of our consistency checking method. The vp-s and variants may have dependencies among di erent TVMs and the current prototype of the DSL for modeling implemented variability does not support yet these dependencies. It must be noted, the crossdependencies of vp-s and variants in core-code assets are di erent from the cross-tree constraints of features in a feature model. Extending the DSL accordingly should improve our method and enables us to experiment with other case studies.
As we need both variability models, we have not yet studied precisely the scalability of our method. However, the experimental results on our case studies and the short execution time of TVMs are promising indicators. In addition, we plan to use existing slicing algorithms to slice the FM and compare their performances. Choosing the best slicing algorithm will improve the scalability of our implementation.
Some ongoing work is currently tackling the implementation and analysis of the consistency checking method under 1 -tom trace links when the technical vp-s are rst removed by slicing the TVM. We expect these advances will complement the current method, so that we can more largely evaluate its practicality and usefulness in order to obtain insights to guide SPL practitioners.
